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SIMPLICIAL ORDERS AND CHORDALITY
MINA BIGDELI, JU¨RGEN HERZOG, ALI AKBAR YAZDAN POUR AND RASHID
ZAARE-NAHANDI
Abstract. Chordal clutters in the sense of [14] and [3] are defined via simplicial orders.
Their circuit ideal has a linear resolution, independent of the characteristic of the base
field. We show that any Betti sequence of an ideal with linear resolution appears as
the Betti sequence of the circuit ideal of such a chordal clutter. Associated with any
simplicial order is a sequence of integers which we call the λ-sequence of the chordal
clutter. All possible λ-sequences are characterized. They are intimately related to the
Hilbert function of a suitable standard graded K-algebra attached to the chordal clutter.
By the λ-sequence of a chordal clutter we determine other numerical invariants of the
circuit ideal, such as the h-vector and the Betti numbers.
Introduction
One of the most challenging problems in combinatorial commutative algebra is to give
in combinatorial terms a characterization of those monomial ideals which have a linear
resolution independent of the characteristic of the base field. In trying to solve this problem
one may, by using polarization, focus on squarefree monomial ideals. Squarefree monomial
ideals generated in degree 2 may be interpreted as edge ideals of graphs. In this particular
case, the famous theorem of Fro¨berg [11] gives a complete answer to the above problem.
Fro¨berg’s theorem says that the edge ideal I(G) of a graph G has a linear resolution if and
only if the complementary graph G¯ of G is chordal. In particular, for the edge ideal of a
graph it does not depend on the characteristic of the base field whether or not it has a
linear resolution. One would like to have a similar theorem for squarefree monomial ideals
generated in degree d, where d is any integer ≥ 2.
The d-uniform clutters generalize simple graphs, which are just the 2-uniform clutters.
A d-uniform clutter C on the vertex set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} is nothing but a collection of
d-subsets of [n]. The complementary clutter C¯ of C is the set of all d-element subsets of [n]
which do not belong to C. The circuit ideal of C is the ideal generated by the monomials
xF with F ∈ C¯. The analogue of Fro¨berg’s would then say that the circuit ideal of C has
a linear resolution, independent of the characteristic of the base field, if and only if C is
chordal. But what does it mean that C is chordal? There have been several other attempts
to define chordal clutters, see [1, 6, 10, 17]. Here we consider the concept of chordality of
clutters as it was introduced in [14]. It was shown in [3] that all previously defined chordal
clutters are chordal in this new sense, and that the circuit ideal of a chordal clutter has
a linear resolution. However, the converse is still an open question. The definition of
chordality given in [14] imitates Dirac’s characterization of chordal graphs. It is required
that the clutter admits a simplicial order. Roughly speaking, a simplicial order for a d-
uniform clutter C is a sequence e = e1, . . . , er of (d−1)-sets such that for each i, the set ei
has a clique as its closed neighborhood in Ce1...ei−1 , where Ce1...ei−1 is obtained from C by
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‘deleting’ e1, . . . , ei−1. Furthermore, it is required that Ce1,...er = ∅. The precise definition
is given in Section 1.
The cardinality of the open neighborhood belonging to ei, that is to say, the cardinality
of the set of all elements c ∈ [n] for which e ∪ {c} ∈ C, is denoted by Ni. Thus, with each
simplicial order e of a chordal clutter there is associated the multiset {N1, . . . , Nr}. Simple
examples show that a chordal clutter may have different simplicial orders. However, as
shown in Corollary 2.2, all simplicial orders have the same multisets. Therefore we can
talk of the multiset of a chordal clutter. The invariance of the multiset is a consequence
of Proposition 2.1, where it is shown that the f-vector of the clique complex ∆(C) of a
chordal clutter C is determined by the multiset of any of its simplicial orders. From this
result it can be also derived that the multiset of C determines the h-vector of ∆(C) as
well as the Betti sequence of the circuit ideal of C, see Corollary 2.3 and Corollary 3.1.
More important is the result, stated in Theorem 3.3, which says that the Betti sequence
of any ideal with linear resolution is the Betti sequence of the circuit ideal of a chordal
clutter. So numerically, the circuit ideal of chordal clutters coincide with the ideals with
linear resolution. This fact supports our expectation that the circuit ideal of the chordal
clutters are precisely the monomial ideals which admit a linear resolution, independent of
the characteristic of the base field.
Since each chordal clutter determines a multiset N = {N1, . . . , Nr}, and since this
multiset determines all the algebraic and homological data of the clutter, it is of interest
to know which finite multisets of positive integers occur as the multiset of a chordal clutter.
With the multiset N we associate a sequence λ(N ) = λ1(N ), λ2(N ), . . ., where λi(N ) is
the number of elements Nj with Nj = i. It is obvious that any finite multiset of positive
integers is in bijection to a sequence of integers λ1, λ2, . . ., which is eventually constant
zero. We denote by λ(C) the λ-sequence of the multiset associated with C. In the last
section of this paper the question is studied which integer sequences are the λ-sequences
of a chordal clutter. The main result is formulated in Theorem 4.2, where it is shown
that the λ-sequence of a chordal d-clutter on the vertex set [n] is intimately related to the
Hilbert function of a suitable K-algebra R of embedding dimension ≤ d with dimK Ri = 0
for i ≥ n − d + 1. By using this characterization a strict upper bound of λi(C) for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n − d is given in Corollary 4.3. Finally in Proposition 4.5 we give a precise
formula for the λ-sequence of the complete d-clutter on [n]. Indeed it is shown that
λi(Cn,d) =
(
n−i−1
d−2
)
.
In [18], a computer program has been provided in order to check chordality of a given
d-uniform clutter. A modified version of this program, available at [19], provides some
numerical data about circuit ideal of chordal clutters. More precisely, this program first
checks whether a given d-uniform clutter C is chordal. Then, it computes the simplicial
multiset of C, its λ-sequence, the h-vector of ∆ = ∆(C) and the Betti sequence of the
ideal I∆.
1. Preliminaries
In this section we fix notation and recall some concepts and results which will be used
in this paper.
1.1. Simplicial complexes. A simplicial complex ∆ over a set of vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn},
is a collection of subsets of V , with the property that:
(a) {vi} ∈ ∆ for all i;
(b) if F ∈ ∆, then all subsets of F are also in ∆ (including the empty set).
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The elements F ∈ ∆ are called the faces of ∆ and dimension of each face F ∈ ∆ is
dimF = |F | − 1. Also dimension of ∆, dim∆, is given by max{dimF : F ∈ ∆}.
Definition 1.1 (f -vector). Let ∆ be a simplicial complex of dimension δ−1 on the vertex
set V and fi = fi(∆) denote the number of faces of ∆ of dimension i. Thus, in particular
f−1 = 1, f0 = n. The sequence
f(∆) = (f−1, f0, . . . , fδ−1)
is called the f-vector of ∆. Also, the polynomial
f∆(t) = f−1 + f0t+ · · ·+ fδ−1t
δ ∈ Z[t]
is called the f-polynomial of ∆.
The algebraic object attached to a simplicial complex is the so-called Stanley–Reisner
ring.
Definition 1.2. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex on the vertex set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and
let K be a field. The Stanley–Reisner ideal I∆ of ∆ is the squarefree monomial ideal
in the polynomial ring S = K[x1, . . . , xn] generated by the monomials xF with F ⊂ [n]
and F /∈ ∆. Here, for F = {i1, . . . , ir}, we have set xF =
∏r
j=1 xij . The K-algebra
K[∆] = S/I∆ is called the Stanley–Reisner ring of ∆.
Note that K[∆] is naturally standard graded. Thus, its Hilbert series Hilb(K[∆], t)
is a rational function of the form Q(t)/(1 − t)δ, where δ = dimK[∆] and Q(t) = h0 +
h1t+ · · · + hδt
δ is a polynomial of degree at most δ with integer coefficients. The vector
h(∆) = (h0, . . . , hδ) is called the h-vector of ∆.
Proposition 1.3 ([4, Lemma 5.1.8]). Let ∆ be a simplicial complex of dimension δ − 1
and h = (hi) (res. f = (fi)) be the h-vector (res. f -vector) of ∆. Then
δ∑
i=0
hit
i =
δ∑
i=0
fi−1t
i(1− t)δ−i and
δ∑
i=0
hit
i(1 + t)δ−i =
δ∑
i=0
fi−1t
i.
In particular, for k > δ, hk = 0 and for 0 ≤ k ≤ δ,
(i) hk =
k∑
i=0
(−1)k−i
(
δ−i
k−i
)
fi−1;
(ii) fk−1 =
k∑
i=0
(
δ−i
k−i
)
hi.
1.2. Clutters. We recall the concept of clutters and circuit ideals as well as the concept
of simplicial orders which will lead to a definition of chordality.
Definition 1.4 (Clutter). A clutter C on the vertex set [n] is a collection of subsets of
[n], called circuits of C, such that if F1 and F2 are distinct circuits, then F1 * F2. A
d-circuit is a circuit consisting of exactly d vertices, and a clutter is called d-uniform, if
every circuit has d vertices. A (d − 1)-subset e ⊂ [n] is called a submaximal circuit of C,
if there exists F ∈ C such that e ⊂ F . The set of all submaximal circuits of C is denoted
by SC(C).
For a non-empty clutter C with the vertex set [n], we define the ideal I (C), as follows:
I(C) = (xF : F ∈ C) ,
and we set I(∅) = 0.
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Let n, d be positive integers. For n ≥ d, we define Cn,d, the complete d-uniform clutter
on [n], as follows:
Cn,d = {F ⊂ [n] : |F | = d} .
In the case that n < d, we let Cn,d be some isolated points. It is well-known that, for n ≥ d
the ideal I (Cn,d) has a d-linear resolution (see e.g. [14, Example 2.12]).
If C is a d-uniform clutter on [n], we define C¯, the complement of C, to be
C¯ = Cn,d \ C = {F ⊂ [n] : |F | = d, F /∈ C}.
Frequently in this paper, we take a d-uniform clutter C 6= Cn,d with the vertex set [n]
and consider the squarefree monomial ideal I(C¯) in the polynomial ring S = K[x1, . . . , xn].
The ideal I
(
C¯
)
is called the circuit ideal of C.
Definition 1.5. Let C be a d-uniform clutter on [n]. A subset V ⊂ [n] is called a clique
in C, if all d-subsets of V belong to C. Note that a subset of [n] with less than d elements
is supposed to be a clique.
The set of cliques of C forms a simplicial complex, denoted ∆(C), which is called the
clique complex of C. Its Stanley–Reisner ideal I∆(C) coincides with the circuit ideal I(C¯)
of C [13, Proposition 4.4].
For any (d− 1)-subset e of [n], the set
NC (e) = {c ∈ [n] : e ∪ {c} ∈ C}
is called the open neighborhood of e in C, while the close neighborhood of e in C is defined
to be NC [e] = e ∪NC (e). We say that e ∈ SC(C) is simplicial in C, if NC [e] is a clique in
C. Let us denote by Simp (C), the set of all simplicial elements of C.
Definition 1.6. Let C be a d-uniform clutter and let e be a (d− 1)-subset of [n]. By C \ e
we mean the d-uniform clutter
{F : F ∈ C, e 6⊂ F} .
It is called the deletion of e from C. In the case that e is not a submaximal circuit of C,
we have C \ e = C.
Now we come to the crucial definition of this paper.
Definition 1.7. Let C be a d-uniform clutter. We call C a chordal clutter, if either C = ∅,
or C admits a simplicial submaximal circuit e such that C \ e is chordal.
Following the notation in [14], we use Cd, to denote the class of all d-uniform chordal
clutters.
Definition 1.8. A sequence of submaximal circuits of C, say e1, . . . , et, is called a simplicial
sequence in C if e1 is simplicial in C and ei is simplicial in (((C \ e1) \ e2) \ · · · ) \ ei−1 for
all i > 1,
The definition of chordal clutters can be restated as follows: the d-uniform clutter
C is called chordal if either C = ∅, or else there exists a simplicial sequence in C, say
e1, . . . , er, such that (((C \ e1) \ e2) \ · · · ) \ er = ∅. To simplify the notation, we use Ce1...ei
for (((C \ e1) \ e2) \ · · · ) \ ei.
Let C be a 2-uniform clutter. Then C is nothing but a finite simple graph G. By the
theorem of Dirac [7], the 2-uniform clutter C is chordal in our sense if and only if G is a
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chordal graph. Thus, the definition of chordal graphs given here, is one of the possible
natural extensions of chordal graphs to chordal clutters.
In [14, Remark 3.10] it is shown that in analogy to Fro¨berg’s theorem, the circuit ideal
I(C¯) of a d-uniform clutter C has a linear resolution over any field, if C is chordal. The
converse of this statement however, which is true for 2-uniform clutters (graphs), is not
known for general d-uniform clutters.
In combinatorics it is common to consider multisets. These are sequences of elements
whose order are disregarded. Notation is as for sets; for example, {1, 2, 2, 3} is a multiset.
Elements may be repeated, but the order does not matter. For instance, the multisets
{1, 2, 2, 3} and {3, 2, 1, 2} coincide.
Definition 1.9. Let C be a chordal clutter with a simplicial sequence e = e1, . . . , er such
that Ce1,...,er = ∅, and let N1 := |NC (e1)| and Ni := |NCe1···ei−1 (ei)|, for i > 1. Then the
sequence e is called the simplicial order on C and the multiset {N1, . . . , Nr} is called the
simplicial multiset of C associated with e.
2. The f-vector and h-vector of a chordal clutter
In this section we determine the f- and h-vector of a chordal clutter C and show that
the multiset of a simplicial order of C does not depend on the particular given simplicial
order.
Proposition 2.1 (f-vector of chordal clutters). Let C be a d-uniform chordal clutter on the
vertex the set [n] with a simplicial order e = e1, . . . , er. Let {N1, . . . , Nr} be the simplicial
multiset of e, Mi =
∑r
k=1
(
Nk
i
)
and ∆ = ∆(C) be the clique complex of C. Then
f∆(t) =
d−1∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
ti + td−1
r∑
i=1
Mit
i(1)
=
d−1∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
ti + td−1
r∑
i=1
(
(1 + t)Ni − 1
)
.(2)
In particular, dim∆ = max {N1, . . . , Nr}+ (d− 2).
Proof. First note that, fi−1 =
(
n
i
)
, for 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1. In order to obtain (1), let C′ = C \ e1
and ∆′ = ∆(C′). Since e1 is a simplicial submaximal circuit of C, we may easily verify
that
(3) f∆(t)− f∆′(t) =
(
N1
1
)
td + · · ·+
(
N1
N1
)
t(d−1)+N1 .
Since C′ is again chordal with the simplicial order e2, . . . , er, we may use induction (on the
number of circuits of C), to obtain
f∆′(t) =
d−1∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
ti + td−1
r∑
i=1
M ′it
i,
where M ′i =
∑r
k=2
(
Nk
i
)
. Now, equation (3) yields (1). The equality (2) is now obvious,
by comparing the coefficients of two polynomials. 
Note that a chordal clutter may have different simplicial orders. A simple example
where this phenomenon appears is the chordal clutter C = {123, 124, 134, 234, 145} which
has the simplicial orders e = 12, 23, 13, 14 and e′ = 15, 14, 12, 23. Here and in the sequel
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it is convenient to denote the set {i1, . . . , ik} by i1i2 . . . ik. The simplicial multiset for e is
{2, 1, 1, 1} and that of e′ is {1, 2, 1, 1}. Thus the simplicial multisets of e and e′ coincide,
which happens to be the case not by accident. Indeed, Proposition 2.1 yields the following
remarkable result.
Corollary 2.2. Let C be a chordal clutter with simplicial orders e and e′. Then the
simplicial multisets associated with e and e′ coincide. In particular, all simplicial orders
of C have the same length.
Proof. Let {N1, . . . , Nr} be the simplicial multiset associated with e, and {N
′
1, . . . , N
′
s} be
the simplicial multiset associated with e′. Then (2) implies that
r∑
i=1
(
(1 + t)Ni − 1
)
=
s∑
i=1
(
(1 + t)N
′
i − 1
)
The substitution t 7→ t− 1 then yields the identity
r∑
i=1
(
tNi − 1
)
=
s∑
i=1
(
tN
′
i − 1
)
.
Substituting then t by 0, we see that r = s, and consequently
∑r
i=1 t
Ni =
∑r
i=1 t
N ′i . Note
that
∑r
i=1 t
Ni =
∑
j ajt
Nj , where aj = |{i : Ni = j}|, and similarly
∑r
i=1 t
N ′i =
∑
j bjt
N ′j ,
where bj = |{i : N
′
i = j}|. Since aj = bj for all j, it follows that the simplicial multisets
associated with e and e′ are equal, as desired. 
Since the multisets of any two simplicial orders of a d-uniform chordal clutter C coincide,
we call this common multiset, the multiset of C. Let {N1, . . . , Nr} be the multiset of C.
Then, as we have seen in Proposition 2.1, the dimension of ∆(C) is equal to N + (d− 2),
where N = max{N1, . . . , Nr}.
Corollary 2.3. Let C be a d-uniform chordal clutter with multiset {N1, . . . , Nr} and ∆ =
∆(C) be the clique complex of C. Then
h∆(t) =
∑
i≥0
hit
i =
d−1∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
ti(1− t)N+d−i−1 + td−1
r∑
i=1
(
(1− t)N−Ni − (1− t)N
)
.
Proof. We use the identity f∆(t) =
∑δ+1
i=0 hit
i(1 + t)δ+1−i from Proposition 1.3, where
δ = N + (d − 2) is the dimension of the clique complex of C, and apply the substitution
t 7→ t/(1 − t) to obtain
δ+1∑
i=0
hit
i = (1− t)δ+1f∆(t/(1− t)).
Evaluating the right hand side of the equation yields the desired conclusion. 
A precise formula for the h-vector, in terms of the multiset of the given chordal clutter
can be directly obtained from Proposition 1.3(i). Indeed, let C be a d-uniform chordal
clutter on the vertex set [n], with (unique) multiset N = {N1, . . . , Nr}. Let ∆ = ∆(C) be
its clique complex, Mi =
∑r
k=1
(
Nk
i
)
and N = max
1≤i≤r
{Ni}. If h = (hi) is the h-vector of ∆,
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then hk = 0 for k > N + (d− 1), and
hk =


k∑
i=0
(−1)k−i
(
N+d−1−i
k−i
)(
n
i
)
, if 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 1
d−1∑
i=0
(−1)k−i
(
N+d−1−i
k−i
)(
n
i
)
+
k∑
i=d
(−1)k−i
(
N+d−1−i
k−i
)
Mi−d+1, if d ≤ k ≤ N + d− 1.
In particular, if dim∆ = d− 1, then N = {1, . . . , 1} and hi = 0, for all i > d. Moreover,
hk =


k∑
i=0
(−1)k−i
(
d−i
k−i
)(
n
i
)
, if 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 1
r +
d−1∑
i=0
(−1)d−i
(
n
i
)
, if k = d.
(4)
It is worth to note that r = M1 = |C| = e (I∆), where e (I∆) denotes the multiplicity of
I∆. We may use formula (4) in order to compute the Betti numbers of the circuit ideal of
a forest (i.e. a graph with no cycle).
3. The Betti numbers of the circuit ideal of a chordal clutter
Let I ⊂ S be a graded ideal with a d-linear resolution and dimS/I = δ. By [4,
Lemma 4.1.13] it follows that
1 +
n−1∑
i=0
(−1)i+1 βit
i+d = (1− t)n−δ
δ+1∑
i=0
hit
i.(5)
Here βi is the ith Betti number of I. In other words, if F is the graded minimal free
S-resolution of I, then βi is the rank of the free S-module Fi.
Now we apply (5) to the circuit ideal of a chordal clutter. Then by Corollary 2.3, we
obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.1. Let C be a d-uniform chordal clutter with multiset {N1, . . . , Nr} and set
βi = βi(I(C¯)) for all i. Then
1 +
n−1∑
i=0
(−1)i+1 βit
i+d =
d−1∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
ti(1− t)n−i
+ td−1
r∑
i=1
(
(1− t)n−Ni−d+1 − (1− t)n−d+1
)
.
As can be seen from this result, the Betti numbers βi(I(C¯)) can be expressed (in a com-
plicated way) in terms of the multiset of C. In the following example, we use Corollary 3.1,
to compute the Betti numbers of a forest. Recall that a forest, is a graph with no cycle.
These graphs are obviously chordal, because every non-trivial subgraph of a forest has a
vertex of degree 1, which is obviously a simplicial submaximal circuit.
Example 3.2 (Betti numbers of the circuit ideal of a forest). Let G be a graph and
∆ = ∆(G) be its clique complex. One may check that the followings are equivalent:
(a) G is chordal and dim∆ = 1;
(b) G is a forest.
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Now, let G be a forest on the vertex set [n] and I = I
(
G¯
)
be the circuit ideal of G. Then,
by (4), we conclude that h = (1, n − 2, 0) is the h-vector of ∆. By formula (5), (or directly
by Corollary 3.1), we obtain
βi (I) = (i+ 1)
(
n− 1
i+ 2
)
.
In particular, projdim(I) = n− 3.
A sequence β = (β0, . . . , βn−1) of integers is called the Betti sequence of a graded ideal,
if there exists a graded ideal I ⊂ S = K[x1, . . . , xn] such that βi = βi(I), for all i.
The question arises whether all ideals which have a linear resolution occur as the circuit
ideal of chordal clutters. In support of an affirmative answer to this question we have
Theorem 3.3. Let β = (β0, . . . , βn−1) be a sequence of integers. Then β is a Betti
sequence of a graded ideal with linear resolution if and only if β is the Betti sequence of
the circuit ideal of a chordal clutter.
Proof. We need only to show that if β is the Betti sequence of a graded ideal I with
linear resolution, then there exists a chordal clutter whose circuit ideal has the same Betti
numbers. We may assume that K is infinite. We denote by Gin(I) the generic initial
ideal of I with respect to the reverse lexicographic order induced by x1 > x2 > · · · > xn.
It follows from the theorem of Bayer and Stillman [2] (see also [12, Corollary 4.3.18(d)])
that Gin(I) has again a linear resolution. Furthermore, since S/I and S/Gin(I) have
the same Hilbert series, we conclude that the Betti sequence of I coincides with that of
Gin(I). It has been noted in [5, Lemma 1.4], as a consequence of a result of Eisenbud et
al. [9, Proposition 10], that Gin(I) is stable (independent of the characteristic of K). The
Eliahou-Kervaire resolution of a stable ideal (see [8] or [12, Corollary 7.2.3]) shows that
the Betti numbers of a stable ideal do not depend on the characteristic of K. Thus we
may now assume that char(K) = 0. Taking now the generic initial ideal, but this time
of Gin(I), we obtain by [12, Proposition 4.2.6(a)] a strongly stable ideal which, by the
similar arguments as above, has a linear resolution with the same Betti sequence as that
of Gin(I), and hence that of I. The lemmata [12, Lemma 11.2.5] and [12, Lemma 11.2.6]
say that if I is a strongly stable ideal, then the stretched ideal Iσ is squarefree strongly
stable and admits the same Betti sequence. Thus we see that the set of Betti sequences of
graded ideals with linear resolution coincides with the set of Betti sequences of squarefree
strongly stable ideals. Now we use the result, shown in [16, Theorem 2.4], that a clutter is
chordal if its circuit ideal is squarefree strongly stable ideal. This completes the proof. 
4. The multiset of a chordal clutter
By Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.3, the multiset of a d-uniform chordal clutter param-
etrize all possible Betti sequences of ideals with d-linear resolution. But what are the
possible multisets of d-uniform chordal clutters?
For a given multiset N = {N1, N2, . . . , Nr} of positive integers we define the numbers
λi(N ) = |{j : |Nj | = i}| for i = 1, 2, . . . .
Obviously, for any sequence of non-negative integers λ1, λ2, . . . , with λi = 0 for i ≫ 0,
there exists a unique multiset N with λi(N ) = λi for all i. This shows that the set of
multisets of positive integers is in bijection to the set of sequences of non-negative integers
which are eventually constant zero.
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Let N be the multiset of a chordal clutter C. For short, we set λi (C) := λi (N ) for
all i. The sequence λ1 (C) , λ2 (C) , . . . is called the λ-sequence of C. Then, to characterize
the possible multisets of chordal clutters is equivalent to characterize those sequences
λ1, λ2, . . . of non-negative integers which are eventually constant zero and such that there
exists a chordal clutter C with λi = λi(C), for all i.
As shown in Proposition 2.1 and in the proof of Corollary 2.2, the multiset of a chordal
clutter, and hence its λ-sequence, is determined by the f-vector of the clique complex
of the clutter, and vice versa. On the other hand, the f-vector and the h-vector of a
simplicial complex determine each other as well. The same holds true for the h-vector of
a simplicial complex ∆ and the Betti sequence of its Stanley–Reisner ideal I∆, provided
that I∆ has a linear resolution. In conclusion we see that the λ-sequence of a chordal
clutter and the Betti sequence of its circuit ideal determine each other, and consequently,
due to Theorem 3.3, all possible λ-sequences of chordal clutters appear as λ-sequences of
clutters whose circuit ideal is squarefree strongly stable. We may therefore assume that C
is a d-uniform clutter whose circuit ideal I(C¯) is squarefree strongly stable. Thus, in order
to identify the possible λ-sequence of a chordal clutter we have to recall some facts about
squarefree strongly stable ideals.
Let S = K[x1, . . . , xn] be the polynomial ring over the field K in the indeterminates
x1, . . . , xn, and let I ⊂ S be a squarefree strongly stable ideal generated in degree d. As
usual, G(I) denotes the unique minimal set of monomial generators of I. We furthermore
set Gi(I) = {u ∈ G(I) : m(u) = i}, where m(u) = max{j : xj divides u}. The cardinality
of Gi(I) will be denoted by mi(I). These numbers are important invariants for squarefree
strongly stable ideals. Let I[j] be the ideal generated by all squarefree monomials of degree
j in I. Then I[j] is again squarefree strongly stable. Finally, we denote by µj(I) the number
of monomial generators of I[j].
Lemma 4.1. Let I ⊂ S be a squarefree strongly stable ideal generated in degree d. Then
µd+j(I) =
n−d∑
i=0
(
n− d− i
j
)
md+i(I),
for all j ≥ 0.
Proof. Let S[i,j] be the set of all squarefree monomials u in S of degree j with the property
that min(u) = min{k : xj divides u} ≥ i.
We claim that
G(I[d+j]) =
n−d⋃
i=0
Gd+i(I)S[d+i+1,j],(6)
and that the sets in this union are pairwise disjoint.
Indeed, let v ∈ G(I[d+j]). Then there exist u ∈ G(I) and w ∈ Sj such that v = uw. Let
i = m(u) and suppose that there exists j < i such that xj divides w. Then v = u
′w′ with
u′ = (u/xi)xj and w
′ = (w/xj)xi. Since I is strongly stable, it follows that u
′ ∈ G(I).
Thus, after finitely modifications like this, we arrive at a presentation v = u′′v′′ with
m(u′′) < min(w′′). Therefore, if m(u′′) = d+ i, then v ∈ Gd+i+1(I)S[d+i+1,j]. This shows
that G(I[d+j]) is the union of the sets Gd+i(I)S[d+i+1,j].
It remains to be shown that this union is disjoint. To see this, assume that
Gd+i(I)S[d+i+1,j] ∩Gd+i′(I)S[d+i′+1,j] 6= ∅,
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and let v be a monomial in this intersection. Then v = uw = u′w′ with d + i = m(u) <
min(w) and d+ i′ = m(u′) < min(w′).
Write v = xk1xk2 · · · xkd+j with k1 < k2 < · · · < kd+j . Then if follows that d+ i = kd =
d+ i′. Thus, if i 6= i′, then the above intersection is the empty set.
Now it follows from (6) that µd+j(I) =
∑n−d
i=0 |Gd+i(I)S[d+i+1,j]|, and since
|Gd+i(I)S[d+i+1,j]| =
(
n− d− i
j
)
md+i(I),
the desired result follows. 
Lemma 4.1 yields the following polynomial identity
n−d∑
j=0
µd+j(I)t
j =
n−d∑
j=0
mj+d(I)(1 + t)
n−d−j .(7)
Now let C be a chordal d-uniform clutter on the vertex set [n] whose λ-sequence we
want to determine. As explained above, we may assume that I(C¯) is squarefree strongly
stable. Let ∆ = ∆(C) be the clique complex of C. Then I∆ = I(C¯). Let f = (fi) be the
f-vector of ∆. Together with (7) it follows that
n−d∑
j=0
fd−1+jt
j =
n−d∑
j=0
(
n
d+ j
)
tj −
n−d∑
j=0
µd+j(I(C¯))t
j
=
n−d∑
j=0
(
n
d+ j
)
tj −
n−d∑
j=0
md+j(1 + t)
n−d−j ,
(8)
where by definition, md+j = md+j(I(C¯)) for all j.
On the other hand, Proposition 2.1 gives us
n−d∑
j=0
fd−1+jt
j = t−1
n−d+1∑
j=1
λj
(
(1 + t)j − 1
)
.(9)
Combining (8) and (9) we obtain
n−d∑
j=0
mj+dt(1 + t)
n−d−j =
n−d∑
j=0
(
n
d+ j
)
tj+1 −
n−d+1∑
j=1
λj
(
(1 + t)j − 1
)
.(10)
Now we apply to (10) the substitution t 7→ s− 1 and obtain
n−d+1∑
j=0
(mn−j+1 −mn−j)s
j =
n−d∑
j=0
md+j(s− 1)s
n−d−j
=
n−d∑
j=0
(
n
d+ j
)
(s− 1)j+1 −
n−d+1∑
j=1
λj(s
j − 1),
(11)
where md−1 = mn+1 = 0.
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We define the integers αj by the identity
n−d+1∑
j=0
αjs
j =
n−d∑
j=0
(
n
d+ j
)
(s− 1)j+1.
More explicitly,
(12) αk =
n−d+1∑
j=k
(−1)j−k
(
n
d+ j − 1
)(
j
k
)
.
Then (11) implies that
−mn = α0 +
n−d+1∑
j=1
λj,(13)
and
mn−j+1 −mn−j = αj − λj for j = 1, . . . , n− d+ 1.(14)
Adding up the equation in (13) and the equations in (14) we obtain
mn−j = −
j∑
i=0
αi −
n−d+1∑
i=j+1
λi for j = 0, . . . , n− d.(15)
Reversing these equations we finally find that
λn−d+1 = −
n−d∑
i=0
αi −md, and
λn−d−i = αn−d−i +md+i −md+i+1 for i = 0, . . . , n− d− 1.
(16)
Recall, the ith Macaulay representation of a positive integer a is the unique presentation
of a as
a =
(
a(i)
i
)
+
(
a(i− 1)
i− 1
)
+ · · ·+
(
a(j)
j
)
with a(i) > a(i− 1) > · · · > a(j) ≥ 1.
One defines
a〈i〉 =
(
a(i) + 1
i+ 1
)
+
(
a(i− 1) + 1
i
)
+ · · ·+
(
a(j) + 1
j + 1
)
.
A sequence l0, l1, . . . , lm of integers is called an M -sequence, if l0 = 1 and li+1 ≤ l
〈i〉
i for
i = 1, . . . ,m−1. By a famous theorem of Macaulay (see for example [4, Theorem 4.2.10]),
Hilbert functions of standard graded K-algebras are nothing but M -sequences.
Now we are ready to formulate the main result of this section which characterizes all
possible λ sequences of chordal clutters.
Theorem 4.2. Given a sequence of integers l0, l1, . . . , ln−d with n > d > 0, let
λn−d−i = αn−d−i + li − li+1,
for i = 0, . . . , n− d− 1, where αi is defined as in (12). Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) λ1, λ2, . . . , λn−d is the λ-sequence of a chordal d-uniform clutter C on the vertex
set [n] with C 6= Cn,d.
(b) l0, l1, . . . , ln−d is an M -sequence with l1 ≤ d.
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Proof. As explained above, we may restrict ourselves to d-uniform clutters whose circuit
ideal is strongly stable. The condition C 6= Cn,d makes sure that I(C¯) 6= 0. We set
lj = md+j
(
I
(
C¯
))
, for j = 0, . . . , n − d. By Murai [15, Proposition 3.8], the possible
sequences l0, l1, . . . , ln−d are exactly those given in (b). This fact together with (16) yields
the desired conclusion. 
Remark 1. Since all mn−j ≥ 0, it follows from (15) that −
∑j
i=0 αi ≥ −
∑j
i=0 αi −∑n−d+1
i=j+1 λi ≥ 0, for all j = 0, . . . , n − d. On the other hand, it follows from the defi-
nition of the αj that they are alternating sums of binomial expressions. Therefore, from
a numerical point of view it is not obvious why all the partial sums −
∑j
i=0 αi are non-
negative. Here we will give direct argument for this fact: for simplicity we denote for
j = 0, . . . , n− d+ 1 by σj the partial sum −
∑j
i=0 αi. Then
n−d+1∑
j=0
σjs
j +
∑
j>n−d+1
σn−d+1s
j = (1 + s+ s2 + · · · )(−
n−d+1∑
j=0
αjs
j)
= (−
n−d+1∑
j=0
αjs
j)/(1 − s) = (
n−d+1∑
j=0
αjs
j)/(s − 1) =
n−d∑
j=0
(
n
d+ j
)
(s− 1)j .
This shows that σn−d+1 = 0, and it remains to be shown that the polynomial
pn,d =
n−d∑
j=0
(
n
d+ j
)
(s− 1)j , with n ≥ d ≥ 0,
expanded with respect to the powers of s, has non-negative coefficients.
If d = 0, then pn,0 =
∑n
j=0
(
n
j
)
(s − 1)j = ((s− 1) + 1)n = sn, and the result follows in
this case. Now we assume that n ≥ d > 0. Since pn+1,d = pn,d+pn,d−1, induction on n+d
completes the proof.
We also see that pn,d is a polynomial of degree n− d with leading coefficient 1. Hence,
−
∑n−d
i=0 αi = 1, and consequently, λn−d+1 = 1−md
(
I
(
C¯
))
. Therefore, λn−d+1 = 0 if and
only if C 6= Cn,d.
The integers αi are functions of n and d. To express this fact we will write in the
following statement αi(n, d) for αi.
Corollary 4.3. Let Cd ([n]) be the set of all d-uniform chordal clutters on the vertex set
[n] and let i ∈ [n− d]. Then the following hold:
(a) max{λi(C) : C ∈ Cd ([n]) , C 6= Cn,d} = αi(n, d) +
(
n−1−i
d−1
)
;
(b) if λ1, . . . , λn−d is given by the sequence l0, . . . , ln−d as in Theorem 4.2, then λi =
αi(n, d) +
(
n−1−i
d−1
)
, if and only if ln−d−j =
(
n−1−j
d−1
)
for all j ≥ i and ln−d−j = 0 for
all j < i.
Proof. By Macaulay’s theorem on Hilbert functions (see for example [4, Theorem 4.2.10]
and [15, Lemma 3.1]), the M -sequences as in Theorem 4.2(b) are precisely the Hilbert
functions of rings of the form R = K[x1, . . . , xd]/I, where I is a graded ideal with
(x1, x2, . . . , xd)
n−d+1 ⊂ I.
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Since dimK Ri ≤
(
d+i−1
d−1
)
for all i, we see that for M -sequence l0, l1, . . . , ln−d with l1 ≤ d
we have that ln−d−i ≤
(
n−1−i
d−1
)
for i = 1, . . . , n− d. Thus Theorem 4.2 implies that
max{λi(C) : C ∈ Cd ([n]) , C 6= Cn,d} ≤ αi(n, d) +
(
n− 1− i
d− 1
)
.
Note that λi(C) = αi(n, d) +
(
n−1−i
d−1
)
, if and only if ln−d−i =
(
n−1−i
d−1
)
and ln−d−i+1 = 0.
This in turn is the case if and only if l0 + l1t+ · · · + ln−dt
n−d is the Hilbert series of the
ring R = K[x1, . . . , xd]/(x1, . . . , xd)
n−d+1. This, indeed completes the proof of both (a)
and (b). 
Corollary 4.3 together with Theorem 4.2 immediately implies
Corollary 4.4. Let i ∈ [n − d], and suppose that λi(C) is maximal among all λi(C
′) with
Cn,d 6= C
′ ∈ Cd ([n]). Then
λj(C) =


αj(n, d)−
(
n−1−j
d−2
)
, if j > i,
αj(n, d) +
(
n−1−j
d−1
)
, if j = i,
αj(n, d), if j < i.
Remark 2. Among the clutters C ∈ Cd ([n]), for which C 6= Cn,d and λi(C) is maximal,
there is a unique clutter for which I(C¯) is squarefree strongly stable. Indeed, let C be such
a clutter. It follows from the proof of Corollary 4.3 that mn−i(I(C¯)) takes the maximal
value and mn−i+1(I(C¯)) = · · · = mn(I(C¯)) = 0. The only clutter C ∈ Cd ([n]) having this
property and for which I(C¯) is strongly stable is the clutter
C = {F : F ⊂ [n], |F | = d, F 6⊂ [n− i]}.
The above results give no information about the λ-sequence of a complete clutter. In
that case however we have the following very explicit result.
Proposition 4.5. For the complete d-uniform clutter on the vertex set [n], we have
λi(Cn,d) =
{(
n−1−i
d−2
)
, for i = 1, . . . , n− d+ 1,
0, otherwise.
Proof. Let T = {e ⊂ [n − 1] : |e| = d − 1, 1 ∈ e}. We define a total order ≺ on T as
follows: let e = {1, i1, i2, . . . , id−2} and e
′ = {1, j1, j2, . . . , jd−2} where 1 < i1 < i2 < · · · <
id−2 and 1 < j1 < j2 < · · · < jd−2. Then e ≺ e
′ if and only if there exists an integer t such
that i1 = j1, . . . , it−1 = jt−1 and it < jt.
We write T = {e1, . . . , em} with e1 ≺ e2 ≺ · · · ≺ em, wherem =
(
n−2
d−2
)
and set C0 := Cn,d
and Ci := Ci−1 \ ei, for all i ≥ 1. We show that ei ∈ Simp (Ci−1), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Let i = 1. Then e1 = {1, 2, . . . , d−1}, and since Cn,d is d-complete, we have NC [e1] = [n]
which is a clique of Cn,d = C0 and so e1 ∈ Simp(C0). Suppose that i > 1 and that
ei = {1, i1, . . . , id−2}.
First we show that NCi−1 [ei] = ei ∪ {id−2 + 1, . . . , n}. Let j ∈ {id−2 + 1, . . . , n}. To
prove that j ∈ NCi−1 [ei], we show that ei ∪ {j} ∈ Ci−1. Since ei ∪ {j} ∈ C0, it is enough to
prove that ek * ei ∪ {j}, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ i− 1.
Suppose that there exists 1 ≤ k ≤ m, k 6= i, such that ek ⊂ ei ∪ {j}. So ek =
{j} ∪ ei \ {is}, for some 1 ≤ s ≤ d − 2. Since j > il for all 1 ≤ l ≤ d − 2, we have
ek > ei. So k > i which implies that ek * ei ∪ {j}, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ i − 1. Thus
{id−2 + 1, . . . , n} ⊂ NCi−1 [ei].
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Conversely, suppose that j ∈ NCi−1 [ei] \ ei. Then ei ∪ {j} ∈ Ci−1. Thus ek * ei ∪ {j},
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ i − 1. In particular ek 6= {j} ∪ ei \ {il}, for any 1 ≤ l ≤ d − 2. If j = n,
then j ∈ {id−2 + 1, . . . , n}. Suppose that j 6= n. Then {j} ∪ ei \ {il} ∈ T . Then there
exists i + 1 ≤ kl ≤ m such that ekl = {j} ∪ ei \ {il}, for all 1 ≤ l ≤ d − 2. By the
way of ordering of elements of T , kd−2 > i implies that ekd−2 > ei and so j > id−2. So
NCi−1 [ei] \ ei ⊆ {id−2 + 1, . . . , n}. Hence NCi−1 [ei] = {id−2 + 1, . . . , n} ∪ ei.
Now we prove that NCi−1 [ei] is a clique in Ci−1. Let F ⊆ NCi−1 [ei] with |F | = d.
Assume that ek ⊂ F and ek ∈ T . Then either k = i, or there exists at least one j ∈
{id−2 + 1, . . . , n − 1} such that j ∈ ek. Since j > il for all il ∈ ei, it follows that ek > ei
and so k > i. Therefore ek 6⊂ F , for all 1 ≤ k ≤ i− 1. It follows that F ∈ Ci−1.
One may easily check that Cr−1 \ er = Cn−1,d. The induction on [n], now shows that
Cn,d is a chordal clutter.
Let e = e1, . . . , er be the simplicial sequence as above, N
′ = {N ′1, . . . , N
′
s} be the
multiset of C′ := Cn−1,d and λ
′
j = |{N
′
i : N
′
i = j}|. One may verify that λn−d+1 = 1
(because e1 is the only simplicial submaximal circuit with |NC (e1)| = n− d+ 1) and
λj = λ
′
j +
∣∣{i : |NCi−1 (ei)| = j}∣∣ ,
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − d. We may use induction (on the number of vertices of C) to obtain,
λ′j =
(
n−1−j−1
d−2
)
. Note that |
{
i : |NCi−1 (ei)| = j
}
| =
(
n−j−2
d−3
)
. Therefore,
λj =
(
n− 1− j − 1
d− 2
)
+
(
n− j − 2
d− 3
)
=
(
n− j − 1
d− 2
)
.

One would expect that if C is a d-uniform chordal clutter on the vertex set [n], then
λi(C) ≤ λi(Cn,d), where λi(Cn,d) =
(
n−1−i
d−2
)
, by Proposition 4.5. However this is not the
case, as the following example shows: let C = {123, 124, 134}. Then C is chordal with
λ(C) = 3, 0, . . .. However, λ(C4,3) = 2, 1, 0, . . ..
Let C be a d-uniform clutter on the vertex set [n]. We call C co-chordal, if there exists
a simplicial sequence e1, . . . , er in Cn,d such that
C = (Cn,d)e1e2...er .
At present we do not know whether any co-chordal clutter is chordal. The previous
example shows a chordal clutter need not to be co-chordal.
Corollary 4.6. Let C be a d-uniform clutter on the vertex set [n] which is both chordal
and co-chordal. Then for all i,
λi(C) ≤
(
n− 1− i
d− 2
)
.
Proof. There exist simplicial sequences e1, . . . , er in Cn,d and er+1, . . . , es in C such that
C = (Cn,d)e1e2···er and Cer+1···es = ∅. Thus e1, e2, . . . , es is a simplicial order for Cn,d. It
follows that the multiset of C is a sub-multiset of that of Cn,d. This yields the desired
conclusion. 
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